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mitigating credit rationing [7], enabling entrepreneurial activity
[8], [9], reducing poverty [10], and decreasing unemployment
[11]. However, after decades of research, scholars continue
focusing attentions on developing countries, where MC have
been higher success. Additionally, empirical research on MC in
Europe is scarce, mainly because in developed countries MC
still addressing a niche market.1 We fill this empirical gap by
extending the knowledge of MC lines and its characteristics on a
European country - Portugal.
As point out by [7], MC may be an instrument not only to
alleviate extreme poverty by also to promote microenterprises
creation as a path to social and financial inclusion, minorities
empowerment and job creation. Hence, in one hand, MC can be
a good promoter of the transition from unemployment (or
low-paid employment) to self-employment. On the other hand,
MC can provide financing to entrepreneurs, who have started a
business but have limited capital or credit history [12], that
recognizes on the MC an opportunity to fulfil a dream. In this
study we address this puzzle by analysing how
microentrepreneur‟s motivation influences the credit terms and
the repayment performance of MC loans. Studying these two
types of entrepreneurs - motivated by opportunity versus
motivated by necessity - and the link with credit terms and loan
performance we aim to shed more light on the pro social
orientation of MC.

Abstract— Since its modern form, microcredit (MC) have been
deemed as a viable instrument to alleviate poverty. Popularized in
poor countries, its value has grown worldwide, being applied in
developing and developed countries. This study examines the role
of entrepreneurial motivation on credit terms’ and repayment
performance in the context of Portuguese microcredit industry.
Using a portfolio of 2,060 microcredit applicants in Portugal
between 1999-2015, our results show that Portuguese microcredit
institutions lend higher amounts of credit with longer maturities to
entrepreneurs who have lower likelihood of repayment
(entrepreneurs moved by necessity). The focus on these riskier
entrepreneurs led us to confirming the argument that MC is a
prosocial instrument.
Keywords— microcredit, entrepreneurial motivation, prosocial
funding instrument, Portugal.

I. INTRODUCTION
Access to financial resources has been often identified as one
of the most important constraints reported by entrepreneurs
when starting a business, especially in less developed countries
[1]. Although literature still recognizing bank lending as the
most commonly used form of finance by individual
entrepreneurs
and/or
microenterprises
[2],
these
entrepreneur-lender relationships often suffer from information
asymmetries which might lead to market imperfections and,
ultimately, to credit rationing [3], [4]. Lack of collateral and
non-existent credit histories, coupled with high transaction
costs, have led traditional banking system to neglect these
individual entrepreneurs [5]. To solve some of these problems,
new waves of entrepreneurial finance instruments emerged such
as the case of the microcredit (MC) programs [6].
Born in poor countries, MC has grown into a worldwide
industry. Literature in the topic has been a fast growing research
area (mainly after the award of the Nobel Peace Prize to Prof.
Yunus in 2006), and today is back in the spotlight after the 2019
Nobel Prize of Economics which recognizes the contribution of
Abhijit Banerjee, Esther Duflo and Michael Kremer in the
definition of anti-poverty policies, which includes MC lines.
In last decades, MC become a popular instrument as an
innovative way to increase social and financial inclusion by

II. LITERATURE REVIEW AND EMPIRICAL HYPOTHESES
A. Microcredit Overview
Literature on MC has been a fast growing research area [13],
mainly since that Muhammad Yunus (the founder of Grameen
Bank and one of the modern MC‟ pioneers) won the Nobel Prize
of Peace in 2006. After the success of Yunus‟s field experiments
in Bangladesh in the 1970s, MC has been widely presented as
the solution to reduce poverty [10]. In emerging and developed
countries, MC is also considered a dynamic instrument to
mitigate social and financial exclusion and to empower
minorities. By providing access to credit for the so-called
non-bankable borrowers, MC targets informal entrepreneurs
and/or microenterprises who do not have access to traditional
banks, often because they are enabled to offer enough collateral
[14]. By making available small loans to low-income people,
mainly in emerging countries, MC allows the poor to start or
expand their entrepreneurial activities, and thus, escape to the
poverty cycle.
Despite the merits widely attributed to MC, the pressure for
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greater sustainability of MC lines may deviate this instrument
from its purpose: reach the poorest.2 Initially dominated by
subsidized institutions, several commercial lenders emerged in
the MC domain in the last decade. In consequence, it is possible
identify two main types of MC institutions: i) those that are
publicly subsided and follows a prosocial approach, and; ii)
those that are part of the traditional financial system and
therefore pursue the sustainability of their operations.
Empirically, the academic community studying the topic
provides mixed results on the determinants and impacts of MC,
casting doubt on the real value of MC to improve entrepreneurs'
financial well-being. Hence, a better understanding of this
changing paradigm - from a development-based view to a
market-based view [15] - can provide clues to building a more
efficient MC industry.

H1: Entrepreneurs by necessity (EN) has lower likelihood of
repayment;
H2: Entrepreneurs by necessity (EN) receive higher amounts
of credit;
H3: Entrepreneurs by necessity (EN) receive credit with long
maturities.
III. DATA AND VARIABLES
A. Data
This study uses data from the first MC institution founded in
Portugal - ANDC.4 Over the 1999-2015 period, this institution
awarded 2,060 micro-loans amounting to a total of 13.2 million
euros. The data set was created using the client portfolios and
identifies several characteristics of the entrepreneurs,
characteristics related to the business/project, the terms on
which the credit was provided, and the final repayment status of
entrepreneurs‟ microcredit process.

B. Microcredit and Entrepreneurial Motivation
Despite recent research interest on the topic, the
entrepreneurship remains poorly studied in the MC context
[16]. This question is particularly relevant in developed
countries, where MC institutions have been sought by a wide
audience: if on the one hand, MC aims alleviate poverty,
improving the empowerment of socially and financial excluded
persons, on the other, it provides extra funding to entrepreneurs,
mostly micro-entrepreneurs, who face problems with access to
traditional funds for starting up or expanding their
micro-business. Hence, as suggested by [17], the MC‟s industry
seek to understand how entrepreneurs motivation relates with
MC performance, reaching its beneficiaries more efficiently.
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) distinguishes
entrepreneurs based on their motivations: entrepreneurs by
necessity or by the opportunity.3 Entrepreneurs moved by
opportunity are seen as those who start a business in order to
take advantage of a new idea or business prospect [18], [19];
they are moved by the challenge and the potential rewards
(mainly non-pecuniary), such as more independence, autonomy,
self-fulfilment, or skill utilization [20]–[24]. Motivated by
non-pecuniary benefits, entrepreneurs by opportunity are
strongly involved with the project. According to [25], they tend
to undertake more profitable projects than entrepreneurs moved
by necessity. Entrepreneurs moved by necessity are forced to
start a business to meet economic needs and survive to
unemployment [26], [27]; also called entrepreneurs against their
will [28] or subsistence entrepreneurs [29], they are driven by
monetary motivations. Since entrepreneurs by opportunity
traditionally have an extra-business source of professional
income, which allows them to more easily accumulate personal
savings when compared to entrepreneurs moved by necessity,
these entrepreneurs can repay their loans easier than
entrepreneurs by necessity. For the same reasons, they tend to
request smaller amounts of credit as well as lower maturities,
contrary to entrepreneurs by necessity who will try to exhaust
the credit terms (higher amounts of credit with longer
maturities).
Hence, based on previous arguments we formulate the
following hypotheses:
https://doi.org/10.17758/URUAE9.H12194107

B. Variables
Dependent variable
REPAYMENT is a binary variable that takes a value of 1 if
the credit of borrower was repaid without any credit event and 0
otherwise. LSIZE is the natural logarithm of the amount of loan
received. LMATURITY is the natural logarithm of the time (in
months) in which the full amount of loans must be repaid.
Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics. This table shows
that 65,3% of the entrepreneurs in our data set are entrepreneurs
moved by necessity, in line with [12]. The data set includes
1,307 loans already closed, where almost 84% was repaid
without any credit event. The mean value of the loans granted is
EUR 6,398.31 and the mean of the time in which the full amount
of loans was repaid is 43 months.
Independent variables
Entrepreneur Motivation is measured by the variable
Entrepreneur by Necessity which is a binary variable that takes
the value 1 if the entrepreneur is forced to start a business to
meet economic needs and survive to unemployment [26], [27],
and 0 if is an entrepreneur by opportunity (i.e., to full fill a
dream)
Entrepreneur characteristics includes its gender (Female), a
binary variable equals 1 if the entrepreneur is female, and 0
otherwise [30], [31]; entrepreneur‟s age (Age), measured in
years [12], [32]; educational level (Literacy), a categoric
variable that range from 3 (junior school) to 1 (university) [30];
marital status (Marital Status), a binary variable equals 1 if the
entrepreneur is married or committed and zero otherwise [30],
[33]; and nationality (Portuguese borrower), a binary variable
equals 1 if the entrepreneur is Portuguese citizen and 0 if it is
foreigner [34].
Business Characteristics are measured by the variable Labour
Intensive Sector which represents the average of employed
population over total employed population by activity sector
(primary, secondary or tertiary sector).
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IV. METHODOLOGY

riskier individuals who receive longer maturities and higher
amount of credit. These evidences support the view of MC as a
pro-social instrument.

To test our hypothesis H1, in line with [12], this paper uses a
Probit model expressed as follows:
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